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Infrared spectroscopy of synthetic and natural stishovite
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AssrRAcr
Single-crystaland polycrystalline reflectanceand thin-film absorption infrared spectra
for synthetic stishovite exhibit a pattern characteristicof the rutile structure.Three E" LOTO fundamentalswere observedat lO20-820,700-580, and 565-470cm-', and one Ar'
mode was found at 950-675 cm r. These values are considerablyhigher than frequencies
of other rutile-type compounds and cannot be predicted from TiO, spectrausing simple
mass/bond-lengthconsiderations.The LO-TO rangeof the highestenergySi-O octahedral
stretch overlaps considerablywith that ofSi-O tetrahedral stretchesin orthosilicatesfrom
1060-850cm-'and in tectosilicatesfrom 1250-950cm-r. This relationshipimplies that
frequencyalone is insufficient to establishcoordination numbers for Si. Natural stishovite
from Meteor Crater, Arizona, has fundamentals similar to those of synthetic samplesand
an additional strong feature rrear 740 cm-r. Excessbands in both IR and Raman spectra
are best explained by (SiFu)r- contamination. The IR data indicate an ordered structure
that is free of SiO' glassimpurities.
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TABLE1. Infraredpeak positions(cm ') of stishovite
Reflectance
E,(3)
E.(2)
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-650-578

A,u
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,",
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Classical
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Powder
reflectance

Thin film

530--470
-625-580

-910--650

540478
610-s75
9s0-670

1047-820

1020-832

1020-836

568-470
706-580
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960-763-

. Taken from extrapolation of Ar, peak to zero pressure.
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tailed description of the mathematics of this procedureis
given by Hofmeister et al. (in preparation b). The diffi09
culties can be traced to low absolutevalues of reflectance
owing to the poor polish on the crystal and to a low sig08
nal-to-noise ratio that could not be further improved by
IIJ ^.
signal averaging, owing to the small sample size. Furz
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thermore, polarization mixing complicates the spectrum
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considerablyand can lead to incorrect mode parameters
J
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(e.g.,Kahan et al., 197l). Therefore, peak positions were
IIJ "'
IE
approximated by several other methods, as follows.
so'
Peakpositions taken directly from the reflectancespeco2
trum (i.e., at half height on each side of the band), as
01
listed in Table l, were establishedby comparing our spectra (Fig. la) with the pure spectra of GeO, having the
o0
'ooo 1rm 12oo rutile structure (Roessler and Albers, 1972) and with
*llve niUMee'frs
spectraof GeO, altered by polarization mixing (Kahan et
Fig. 1. Single-crystal
IR spectraof syntheticstishovite.(a) al., l97l). Polarization mixing causesseparation of the
Heavyline, raw unpolarizedreflectance
data.The noiselevelis broad Ar" mode into its LO and TO components (Hofhigh owingto the small sizeand the lack of a highly polished
meister et al., in preparation a) becauseof the mathesurface.
Thethreestrongpeaksarefrom E,. Thefeatures
at -650
matical
requirement that the TO modes must alternate
and 950 cm-r areAr,. Light line, classicaldispersionfit to the
with
LO
modes (Scottand Porto, 1967).Thus, both the
peaks,
datausingthreeE"
two Ar" components,
and a combination band at high energy.(b) SyntheticE, (solid)and Ar, mixed GeO, spectrum(Kahan etal.,l97l) and SiO, (Fig.
(dashed)spectraderivedfrom the classicaldispersionanalysis 1a)have three bands at low frequencyowing to the E"(3),
ofthe reflectiondata.Parameters
givenin text andTable2. The E"(2), and Ar"(TO) modes. At high frequency, a distinct
LO positionsare 12-35cm-t lowerthanthosein therawspectra. doublet is seenin mixed GeOr: Hofmeister et al. (in preparation a) attribute this to the accidental degeneracyof
the combination mode [E"(3) + E"(2)] with the LO comsymmetry as A,.(R) + A2g+ Brs(R) + Br,(R) + E (R) + ponent of Ar,. The mixed GeO, spectra contains a "re2Br" + Ar"(IR) + 3E,(IR), where R indicates Raman ac- versed" mode, as quartz does (Scott and Porto, 1967).
tive bands and IR indicates infrared active bands. This We interpret the structure of SiO, at high frequency (Fig.
result cannot be subdivided into internal or external la) as E"(l) containing two weak, but not degenerate,
modesbecauserutile lacks isolatedstructural units. Anal- modes:i.e., Ar"(LO) and the combination mode (which
ysis of the dynamical matrix (force constants)allows de- should be slightly less than the sum of its fundamentals
scription of the modes aI zofie center in terms of relative at 1050 cm-'; its proximity to E" (LO) is expectedto
displacements(Dayal, 1950). Pictures are given by Tray- enhancethe combination's intensity). The frequency of
lor et al. (197l). All IR modes are cation-anion stretching Ar,(LO) is always slightly less than that of E"(LO) (Hofmotrons.
meister et al., in preparation a). Therefore,Ar"(LO) must
The IR data corroborate the X-ray diffraction (Sinclair be at 900 to 1000 cm-'. Lastly, the E"(l) LO component
and Ringwood, 1978)and Raman (Hemley et al., 1986) in the mixed GeO, spectrum occws at 50 cm-' higher
results,which show that stishovite crystallizesin the ideal than in the pure spectrum, so that E"(l) LO of SiO, derutile structure becausethe unpolarized reflectance in- rived directly from reflectancedata may be high by a like
frared spectrum of synthetic single-crystalstishovite (Fig. amount.
la) has the three strong E" peaks, as predicted by the
Our inferencescan be assessedby using classical dissymmetry analysis. Additional weak peaks are present persion analysis (e.g., Spitzer et al., 1962) to construct
owing to polarization mixing. Kramers-Kronig analysis synthetic spectra from a set of TO peak positions, full
was attempted but did not give acceptableresults. A de- widths at halfheight 7, and oscillator strengths/ Initial
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- Uncertainties
are a5 cm-' except for TO of E,(1),which is 11 cm r,
and A,,(3), which is + 10 cm '.
" Strieflerand Barsch(1976).
t Hofmeisteret al. (in preparation b); Roessler and Albers (1972).
+ Katiyaret al. (1971);numbersin parenthesesare from Summit(1968).
$ Trayloret al. (1971);Spitzeret al. (1962).

Eu(3)

values of the TO positions were taken from reflectance
data, and widths and strengthswere estimated from classical dispersion analysesof other oxides with the rutile
structure (Table 2). A good fit for the spectmm was obtained for three E" peaks (given in Table 2), two componentsfor Ar" (TO : 650 cm t, 'y : 20 cm t, f : 0.2;
LO : 910, 1 : 60,f : 0.07) and the combination band
(v : 990,'y : 60,/: 0.035). The syntheticreflectance
spectrum (Fig. la) supports our inference that the two
"ears" on the broad high-energypeak for the measured
spectrum are connected with the superposition of the
weaker Ar"(LO) component and the combination mode
on E"(l), and that the rise at high frequencyon the middle
peak is due to Ar"(TO).
The inferred polarized spectra(Fig. lb) are remarkably
similar to those of other oxides in the rutile structure (see
Table 2). The relationship of the calculated E, polarization (Fig. lb) to the unpolarized stishovite spectrum(Fig.
la) mimics that between the GeOz measurements of
Roesslerand Albers (1972) and Kahan et al. (1971).
The reflectancespectrum from polycrystalline synthetic stishovite showsessentiallythe same features(Fig. 2a).
Separatepeaksoccur at the TO and LO positions because
of scattering and absorption from the small grains and
irregular surface.Weak bands at 670 and 950 cm-l for
the Ar, mode corroborate our classicaldispersion analysis, as do the relative intensities of the three E, components.
Far-IR spectra taken from thin films of the polycrystalline synthetic contained no bands. Mid-IR absorption
spectra (Fig. 2b) have the same three E" peaks, with a
shoulder at about 163 cm-t that is attributed to Ar". This
shoulder becomesprominent as the pressureis increased
becauseits slope (dv/dP) differs from that of the neighboring E" band (Hofmeister et al., in preparation c). The
frequency for Ar" in thin film measurementsof SiO, is
considerably higher than its TO position derived from
reflection, as is the casefor GeO, (Hofmeister et al., in

Eu(1)

STISHOVITE
THIN FILM

WAVENUMBERS
from
spectrummeasured
Fig.2. (a) Unpolarizedreflectance
polycrystalline
syntheticstishovitedispersedoYeran area300
pm across.Strongabsorptionfeaturesare presentbecauseof
Tt,c 425 cm-t band is an
scatteringamongthe microcrystals.
artifactowingto noisenearthe cutoff frequency.The relative
used
of oscillatorstrengths
peakheightssupportthe correctness
in the classicaldispersionanalysis.(b) Unpolarizedthin film
have
spectraofnaturalandsyntheticstishovite.Naturalsamples
additionalbandsat 730-800cm-r. The largeintensityin the
800cm t regionofthe naturalsampleprobablycausesthe apparentshift of the uppermostbandto highereneryies,
preparation a). This effect is attributed to the breadth of
the mode. LO modes are observed in thin films because
light passingthrough the diamond anvil cell strikes the
sample at anglesranging up to about 15",and the sample
is not sufficiently thin or is wedged(Berreman, 1963)'
Peak positions listed in Table 1 from the raw and analyzed data for the three measurementsare generally in
good agreement.The most accurate positions are compiled in Table 2. The values are spread over a moderate
rangefor silicates(470-1020cm-').
Spectra from natural stishovite exhibit the same four
fundamentals at approximately the same intensities as
the two synthetic samplesbut have an additional strong
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feature from 730 to 830 cm ' (Fig. 2b) and show better
resolutionbetweenthe two low-energyE" bands.The weak
peaksat 1020 and 1100 cm-r for the natural sampleare
also present in the reflectancefrom the synthetic polycrystals(Fig. 2a). The Raman spectrum of the same sample has an additional broad band at 450 cm-' and additional weakbandsat 900-1000cm-' (Hemleyet al., 1986).
Previouspowder IR spectraofnatural stishovitealso show
severalbandsin the far-IR at 330, 285, and possibly220
cm-'(Kieffer,1979) and resemblethe thin-film spectra
(Lyon, 1962),exceptthat the peak positionsare sharper
and are shifted to higher frequenciesowing to the KBr
technique.

where trris the reducedmass,d the averagecation-oxygen
bond length, and r and s denote rutile and stishovite,
respectively.For stishovite, d. is the averagebond length
of 1.114A 6titt et al., 1983);for rurile, d. is 1.983A
(Wykcofl 1965). The discrepanciesare large (Table 2),
indicating that rutile is not a good model for stishovite.
Neither are rigid ion calculations for stishovite particularly close:Strieflerand Barsch's(1976)model valuesare
low, but within 3 to 20o/oof the measured TO values
(Table 2). Approximately the sameaccuracywas attained
in predicting the Raman bands observed by Hemley et
al. (1986).However, quasilineartrends exist for various
IR and Raman frequencieswith cell volume for oxides
and fluorides having the rutile structure (Hofmeister et
DrscussroN
al., in preparation a), which can be used to predict the
A likely candidate for the origin ofthe extra bands in three inactive modes with confidence.
natural stishovite from Meteor Crater is contamination
It is of interest to compare stishovite spectrawith that
by (SiFu)'z-that is charge-compensated
by alkali ions. This of other compounds containing octahedrallycoordinated
proposal is supported by the following observations.(l)
Si. MgSiO, with the ilmenite structure has LO-TO
OctahedralSi-F vibrations occur at 741 and 483 cm-' in stretchingvibrations aI 9 40-7 40, 7 40-7 20, and 720-6 58
IR spectraand 663, 447, and 408 cm-' in Raman spectra cm-t (Hofmeister, in preparation b). These values are
(Begunand Rutenberg, 1967).Thesepositions are essen- somewhatlower than that of the highest-energyE" band
tially the same as the intense extra bands seenin natural in stishovite at 1020-832 cm-', which is an Si-O stretch.
samples.(2) Peakscorrespondingto translations of alkali The range of Si-O octahedral stretches(LO and TO) inions frequently occur in the far-IR, and with low inten- volves much higher energiesthan commonly assumed
sities (e.g.,Moenke, 1914), and are consistentwith the and overlaps considerablywith Si-O tetrahedral (LO and
presenceof multiple, weak far-IR bands in natural stish- TO) stretchesfrom 1060-850 cm 1 in orthosilicates
ovite. (3) Treatment with strong acids could yield some (Hofmeister, 1987; Hofmeister et al., in preparationb)
surfaceexchangeofO,- with F and could easily extract and from 1250-950cm I in tectosilicates
(Moenke,1974).
alkalis from feldspar in the Coconino sandstonefor later Thus, frequency alone is insufrcient reason to assign a
deposition in defectson the surfaceof stishovite crystals. band as an octahedral Si-O stretch.
(4) Surface modes in such fine-grained polycrystalline
samplesare expectedto perturb the IR spectrum, resultAcrNowr,oncMENTS
ing in high intensity bands.
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